
Hello everyone!

Welcome to my assembly!

I would like to start by 
asking you a question!



What does a 
Scientist look 

like?
Ask your teacher to pause the 
assembly while you have a chance 
to feedback…



Some of you had a similar discussion with your 
teachers last week…. Here are some of the answers 
you came up with!

They have grey hair…
Their hair can be fluffy at the sides…
They wear a kitchen vest so their 
clothes don’t get stained…
They wear funny goggles…
They all have white coats…



Other answers were…

They wear a white lab coat.

They wear protective gear.

They have a crazy hairstyle.



And finally…
If they are an ‘evil’ Scientist, they 
have mad orange hair…

They are constantly bragging about 
how smart they are…

They look messy if they have just 
done an experiment…

They have serious faces when they 
are concentrating…



If we look at some of the Scientists from years and years ago – we can see where these ideas 
come from!



Science is an on-going process!  Not everything that 
needs to be discovered or needs to be invented has 
happened yet!

Our world still needs Scientists to discover and invent 
as the world changes.



This is Uğur Şahin, a 
Turkish Scientist who 

created the Pfizer 
vaccine against 

Covid-19.

This is Sarah Gilbert.  
She is the British 

Scientist who created 
the Oxford vaccine.



As Alimah in Pepys Class said,  Scientists “could look like anything as they are 
normal human beings!”  and this is so right!

Let me show you some more Scientists…





And finally!  Another selection of young Scientists!



These are a few of the children who undertook 
investigations over the Christmas holiday from my Science 
padlet!

I was really thrilled 
to see the children 
who had completed 
some of the tasks!  
To all of you who 
took part, you will 
receive a certificate 
from me to say well 
done.



You are ALL Scientists!

Whenever you do your Science learning at school -
you are being a Scientist!

If you try things out at home – you are being a 
Scientist!

If you question things around you – you are being a 
Scientist!

Remember… so much of our world remains 
undiscovered.  So many changes are taking place 
that need dealing with.  You are helping Science 
every time you recycle; every time you use less 
electricity; every time you ask questions…

YOU ARE ALL SCIENTISTS and the world needs 
YOU to keep learning so our world can keep evolving.


